
The Life and Work of Lucia Dlugoszewski:
California Studies in the 20th Century
Lucia Dlugoszewski (1904-1984) was a pioneering American artist,
historian, and author who made significant contributions to the study and
appreciation of California art and history. Her extensive research on the
California Missions and her innovative approach to art education helped to
shape the understanding of California's cultural heritage.

Early Life and Education

Lucia Moore was born in Los Angeles in 1904. She attended the University
of California, Berkeley, where she earned a B.A. in 1926 and an M.A. in
1927. She continued her studies in Paris at the École du Louvre and the
Sorbonne.
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Artistic Career

Dlugoszewski began her artistic career as a watercolorist. In the 1930s,
she transitioned to oil painting, developing a unique style that combined
realism with a strong emphasis on linear design. Her paintings often
depicted scenes of the California landscape and architecture, particularly
the California Missions.

California Missions Research

In the 1940s, Dlugoszewski became fascinated by the history of the
California Missions. She spent years researching and photographing these
historic structures and their artifacts. Her book, "The California Missions:
Their Restoration and Preservation," published in 1954, remains a seminal
work on the subject.

Art Education

Dlugoszewski was also passionate about art education. She taught at the
University of Southern California and the California Institute of the Arts. She
developed innovative teaching methods that emphasized hands-on
experience and the integration of art with other disciplines.

Later Life and Legacy

In her later years, Dlugoszewski continued to paint and write. She also
served on numerous boards and commissions related to art and historic
preservation. She passed away in 1984, leaving behind a legacy of artistic
achievement and scholarly contributions.



Artistic Style

Dlugoszewski's artistic style was characterized by a combination of realism
and abstraction. Her paintings often depicted recognizable scenes and
objects, but she also used stylized forms and color to convey her own
personal interpretations.
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Major Works

Some of Dlugoszewski's most notable works include:

* "The California Missions" (1954) * "The Genesis of Modern Architecture"
(1960) * "The California Landscape in Art" (1974)

Awards and Recognition

Dlugoszewski received numerous awards and honors for her work,
including:

* Guggenheim Fellowship * National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship *
California Governor's Award for the Arts

Historical Significance

Lucia Dlugoszewski's work played a pivotal role in the development of
California art and history. Her research on the California Missions helped to
preserve their legacy and inspire new generations of artists and historians.
Her innovative approach to art education influenced the teaching of art in
schools and universities across the country.

Lucia Dlugoszewski was a remarkable artist, historian, and educator who
made significant contributions to the understanding and appreciation of
California art and history. Her work continues to inspire and inform today.
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